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a b s t r a c t

Hydrotalcite-like precursors have been synthesized in order to study the influence of lanthanum on
the structure and the properties of the precursors, as well as on the catalytic activity and stability of
their derived catalyst on biogas reforming. From XRD, and TPO characterization, we confirmed that
hydrotalcite-like precursors where obtained. After calcination at 750 ◦C, Mg(Ni,Al)O solid solution was
detected. High surface areas have been obtained finding the highest surface area on the catalyst with-
eywords:
iogas
eforming
ydrogen
ydrotalcite
anthanum

out lanthanum. TPR experiments were performed in order to study the reducibility of the catalysts. One
reduction peak was found in the catalyst without lanthanum while two peaks were observed in the
catalysts with lanthanum. A reduction peak at 900 ◦C was observed over the sample without Ni and La.
Catalytic tests, at 700 ◦C with a feed of CH4:CO2 1:1, were performed after appropriate reduction during
50 h. While a decrease on catalytic activity was observed with the addition and the increase of La con-
tent, an enhancement in the stability was observed. No sign of deactivation of the catalyst and no carbon

the
deposition were found on

. Introduction

As a consequence of the effect of Global Warming in Climate
hange, many efforts are being made in order to reduce greenhouse
ases and to produce clean energy. Renewable energy, as hydro-
en production from renewable sources, is growing significantly in
mportance. Green hydrogen can be obtained from biogas (mainly,

mixture of CH4 and CO2) which is produced by the anaerobic
igestion of organic matter present on waste. Since both methane
nd carbon dioxide are greenhouse effect gases, dry reforming
f methane does not only provide renewable hydrogen but also
educes the emission of greenhouse gases because of the conver-
ion of CH4 and the indirect effect of avoided CO2 emissions that
esult from conventional energy production [1]. In addition, CO2
eforming of methane (1) avoids the separation of CO2, which is an
nergy intensive and a rather costly process when steam reform-
ng is used instead. Furthermore, contrary to steam reforming, in
O2 reforming of methane it is not necessary to evaporate great

uantities of water which it is also an energy demanding step [2].

H4 +CO2 � 2H2 + 2CO �H◦
298 = + 247 kJ mol−1 (1)

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +34 91 5854793; fax: +34 91 5854760.
E-mail address: asl@icp.csic.es (A. Serrano-Lotina).

378-7753/$ – see front matter © 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.jpowsour.2010.10.107
catalysts doped with lanthanum.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

The most important drawback of this reaction is deactivation,
mainly produced by carbon formation, which is mainly produced
by methane decomposition (2) and CO disproportionation (3) [3]:

CH4 � 2H2 + C �H◦
298 = +75 kJ mol−1 (2)

2CO � CO2 + C �H◦
298 = −173 kJ mol−1 (3)

Another way of deactivation is catalyst poisoning. As bio-
gas contains other compounds as H2S (0.1–0.5%), desulfurization
technologies are necessary to decrease its content and avoid the
deactivation produced by the chemisorption of sulphur on metal
catalyst. However, small quantities of H2S can avoid carbon depo-
sition by a partial coverage of metallic surface, as it can be seen on
SPARG process [4].

In order to minimize carbon deposition, noble metal catalysts
were studied, as they are less sensitive to coking than Ni-based
catalysts, probably due to the lower solubility of carbon in noble
metals [3]. However, considering their high cost and limited avail-
ability, a deeper study on Ni-based catalyst is being carried out.
Important variables to study for coke formation avoidance are the
nature of the support [5–10] and the addition of promoters, as alkali
metals or other promoters as V [11–13] which modify the Ni active

phase inhibiting the activity and the deactivation by carbon for-
mation. Lanthanides are suggested to be good promoters as they
can strengthen CO2 adsorption on support what hinders the for-
mation of deposited carbon via reverse disproportionation [14].
Another theory about coke avoidance is reported by Verykios [15]

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2010.10.107
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:asl@icp.csic.es
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2010.10.107
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ho suggested that the oxycarbonate on the La2O3 support might
e considered as a dynamic oxygen pool, which favours the removal
f coke. They also retard metal sintering as a consequence of the
igh dispersion of the metal, which will improve coke resistance
16,17].

The preparation method is another important parameter as it
an help coke avoidance. Wet impregnation synthesis is the most
ommon preparation method. However, it produces some hetero-
eneity in the distribution of metal surface and a poor dispersion
f metallic species which can favour coke formation. The use of
recursors in which the metal is homogeneously distributed, may
esult, after calcination and reduction, in the formation of highly
ispersed and stable metal particles on the surface [17]. Catalysts
erived from hydrotalcite-like precursors have shown high dis-
ersion and formation of small particles of the active metal what
akes that Ni particles sinter less easily, as well as high surface

rea and basic properties which improved CO2 chemisorption [18]
nd consequently the resistance to coke formation. Hydrotalcites
re represented by the general formula:

M(II)1−xM(III)x(OH)2]x+ (An−
x/n)·mH2O

The structure of hydrotalcite is based on brucite structure,
g(OH)2, where octahedral of Mg2+ share edges to form sheets.
g2+ is coordinated with OH− ligands. The sheets are stacked on

op of each other and held together by hydrogen bonding. When
g2+ ions are substituted by a trivalent cation, as Al3+, a posi-

ive charge is generated which can be compensated by anions as
O3

2−. These anions lie in the interlayer region between the two
rucite-like sheets, where water of crystallization is also present
18].

Different preparation techniques have been reported for the
ynthesis of hydrotalcites, being co-precipitation method under
ow supersaturation condition the better option in order to obtain
he most crystalline phase [18,19] and to efficiently incorporate the
ransition metal [20]. In addition, the interlayered carbonate and
he increase in the crystallinity of the structure seem to provide
hermal stability to the samples [21]. Precipitation at low super-
aturation is performed by slow addition of mixed solutions of
ivalent and trivalent metal salts with appropriate ratio into a reac-
or containing an aqueous solution of the desired interlayer anion.

second solution of an alkali is added into the reactor simulta-
eously at a fixed pH to promote co-precipitation of the metallic
alts.

The use of hydrotalcites as catalyst precursors have been already
tudied on dry reforming of methane. Good activities have been
eported [22–24], but operating at high reaction temperatures. In
rder to decrease reaction temperature, hydrotalcies have been
oped with Ru and Ce, reaching better stabilities [25,26]. The aim
f this work is to study the influence of La on reaction stability but
lso on catalytic activity and on catalyst properties.

. Experimental

.1. Precursors and catalysts preparation

Four precursors, denoted as sHT2, HT2, LaHT2 and 2LaHT2
here synthesized. Number 2 means that Mg/Al ratio is 2. sHT2

s a precursor that only contains Mg and Al, HT2 a precursor with
% Ni (nominal weight), LaHT2 a precursor that contains 2% Ni and
% La (nominal weight) and 2LaHT2 a precursor that contains 2%Ni

nd 2%La (nominal weight).

HT precursors were prepared by co-precipitation at pH = 8 and
t 60 ◦C and continuous stirring by adding dropwise an aque-
us solution containing Mg(NO3)2·6H2O (Panreac, 98% assay),
l(NO3)3·9H2O (Panreac, 98.0–102.0% assay), Ni(NO3)2·6H2O (Pan-
r Sources 196 (2011) 4404–4410 4405

reac, 99% assay) and La(NO3)2·6H2O (Panreac, 99.0% assay) to an
aqueous solution containing NaHCO3 (Panreac, 99.7–100.3% assay)
at pH = 8, followed by ageing for 90 min at 60 ◦C. pH was adjusted
with a mixture of NaHCO3 and NaOH solution (Riedel-de-Haën, 99%
assay). Special care of filtering and precipitate washing was taken
in order to eliminate Na+ ions completely. Precursors were dried
overnight at 110 ◦C and calcined at 750 ◦C for 2 h with a rate of
5 ◦C min−1 obtaining HT2-750, LaHT2-750 and 2LaHT2-750 cata-
lysts and the reference sample sHT2-750. They were calcined at
750 ◦C in order to assure their integrity on reaction, which is per-
formed at 700 ◦C.

2.2. Precursors and catalysts characterization

Composition of the precursors and their catalysts was deter-
mined after acid digestion by an ICP-MS Elan 6000 Perkin-Elmer
Sciex equipped with an autosampler AS 91. Specific surface area of
the catalyst was measured by the BET method using N2 at −196 ◦C
with a Micromeritics ASAP 2010. X-ray diffraction of the precur-
sors and their catalysts were performed on an X-ray diffractometer
(XPERT- PRO, PANanalytical) using Cu K� radiation (� = 0.154 nm).
Temperature programmed oxidation (TPO) of the precursors were
performed in the temperature range of 25–950 ◦C (5 ◦C min−1)
with a mixture of O2/N2 10/40 mL N min−1 using a Mettler-Toledo
TGA/SDTA 851 thermo-balance and STAR 8.10 software coupled to
a mass spectrometer detector Pfeiffer Thermostar where m/z of 18
and 44 where followed in order to characterize the desorptions.
Temperature programmed reduction (TPR) of the catalysts were
performed in the temperature range of 25–950 ◦C (10 ◦C min−1)
feeding 50 mL N min−1 of H2, with the same equipment as TPO.
Reduction was followed by water desorption on the mass spec-
trometer detector (m/z = 18) as hydrogen consumption cannot be
detected.

2.3. Catalytic tests

Catalytic tests were carried out in Microactivity Reference PID
Eng&Tech equipment. They were performed in tubular fixed-bed
quartz reactor at 700 ◦C and a CH4:CO2 molar ratio of 1:1. It is
remarkable that ratios of 1:1.2 are normally used in order to par-
tially inhibit coke formation, because as the oxidant is in excess,
CO2 methane reforming reaction (2) is shift to hydrogen produc-
tion, while disproportionation reaction (3) is shift to the gasification
of C deposits leading to CO. CH4 and CO2 gases were fed from Praxair
gas bottles with a purity of 99.5 and 99.999%, respectively. Temper-
ature was measured by a type-K thermocouple inside the catalytic
bed. Conversions lower than 40% were studied in order to evalu-
ate the activity of the catalysts. For that purpose catalyst mass of
40 mg were employed with a mass/feed alimentation ratio (W/F)
of 0.4 mg min cm−3. The reaction products were analysed with an
Agilent chromatograph 6890N connected in line, equipped with a
TCD detector.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Precursors characterization

Table 1 shows the chemical analysis of the precursors, per-
formed by ICP-MS. While sHT2 molar ratio is the expected, HT2,
LaHT2 and 2LaHT2 have ratios lower than the theoretical (Mg/Al

ratio = 2). This can be due to the substitution of Mg by Ni, leading
to lower Mg/Al ratios. If (Mg + Ni)/Al ratios are calculated, values
nearer the theoretical are obtained, despite being lower yet. Ni and
La contents were almost what were expected, being %Ni lower on
2LaHT2.
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Table 1
Chemical analysis of sHT2, HT2, LaHT2 and 2LaHT2 determined by ICP-MS.

Mg/Al molar ratio %Ni (Mg+ Ni)/Al molar ratio %La

Nominal Experimental Nominal Experimental Experimental Nominal Experimental

sHT2 2 2.0 – – 2.0 – –
HT2 2 1.8 2.0 1.9 1.9 – –
LaHT2 2 1.7 2.0 2.1 1.8 1.0 1.1
2LaHT2 2 1.8 2.0 1.7 1.9 2.0 2.0
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Table 2
Crystallographic parameters of sHT2, HT2, LaHT2 and 2LaHT2.

Precursor Mg/Al molar ratio c (Å) a (Å)

sHT2 2.0 22.69 3.04
HT2 1.8 22.64 3.04
2θ / º

Fig. 1. XRD patterns of sHT2, HT2, LaHT2 and 2LaHT2.

Fig. 1 shows the X-ray diffractograms of the precursors. They
how the profile of the carbonated phase of hydrotalcite [18]. The
ntensity of the peak at 36◦ is higher than the intensity of the peak
t 11◦. This difference can be due to a disorder in the stacking of
he layers, which also decreases the symmetry. No peak related to
anthanum species can be seen, what can be due to a low concentra-
ion or a high dispersion. A higher crystallinity of sHT2 is observed
n comparison with the others precursors as narrower peaks are

btained. This result was also observed by Shishido et al. [23].

Crystallographic parameters of hydrotalcites (Table 2) were cal-
ulated according to Casenave et al. [27], where c = 3d0 0 3 (spacing
etween layers) and a = 2d1 1 0 (distance between cations), and com-
ared with the results obtained by a hydrotalcite of Mg/Al ratio
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Fig. 2. TPO of sHT2, HT2,
LaHT2 1.7 22.66 3.04
2LaHT2 1.7 22.46 3.03
Mg3 [27] 1.8 23.25 3.04

of 2 obtained by Cantrell et al. [28]. The spacing between layers
in sHT2, HT2, LaHT2 and 2LaHT2 (Mg/Al molar ratios of 2.0, 1.8,
1.7 and 1.8, respectively) is slightly smaller than the one reported
by Cantrell et al. [28], what could be due to a variable hydrata-
tion degree [29] or to a change in electrostatic attraction between
the positive hydroxide layers and the negative interlayers [30]. No
changes in the distance between cations were detected. If La was in
the interlayer, c parameter would be higher on LaHT2 precursor and
if it was inserted in the brucite-like layers a parameter would be
higher due to its large ionic radius. Therefore, we can suppose that
La is deposited over the surface, as other authors have proposed
[25].

Regarding to TPO-MS of the precursors, three processes can be
differentiated (Fig. 2) as other authors have previously reported
[18,31,32]. Between 25 and 250 ◦C a loss of physisorbed H2O and
CO2 and interlaminar H2O occurred, corresponding to a weight
loss of 14–16%. Dehydroxilation and loss of interlaminar CO2 is
observed between 250 and 600 ◦C, representing a 22–26% weight
loss. At this temperature range, elimination of nitrates was also
found. Finally, chemisorbed CO2 in the most basic centres is lost at
700 ◦C, corresponding to a weight loss of 3–4%. Velu and Swamy

[33] attributed this peak to desorption of carbonate anions in the
interlayer which form an oxycarbonate with brucite sheets. It can
be seen that this peak produced a weight loss slightly lower in sHT2.
In addition, the profile of sHT2 is shifted to higher temperatures
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Table 3
Crystallographic parameters and BET areas of sHT2-750, HT2-750, LaHT2-750 and
2LaHT2-750.

Catalyst a (Å) BET area (m2 g−1) BET area (m2 g−1)
after reduction

sHT2-750 4.19 82 –
HT2-750 4.19 203 162

t
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LaHT2-750 4.18 166 142
2LaHT2-750 4.19 107 85

han in HT2 and LaHT2 what indicates that pure MgAl hydrotalcite
s thermically more stable than hydrotalcites containing Ni and/or
a.

This higher thermal stability may be a consequence of the
igher crystallinity of the structure [21,30], as XRD characterization
howed (Fig. 1). Comparing HT2, LaHT2 and 2LaHT2, it can be seen
hat when La is added peak at 400 ◦C acquires more importance that
eak at 300 ◦C, contrary to what is observed in HT2. When La con-
ent is increased, the peak at 300 ◦C almost disappear. These facts

ay be due to the interaction between La and CO2, what leads to a
igher thermal stability.

.2. Catalysts characterization

As calcination leads to H2O and CO2 loss, an increase in Ni and
a relative content is expected with regard to their precursors. Ni
ontent is 2.6, 2.9 and 2.9% in HT2-750, LaHT2-750 and 2LaHT2-750,
espectively, while La content was 1.6% on LaHT2-750 and 3.1% on
LaHT2-750.

Fig. 3 shows the XRD profile of sHT2-750, HT2-750, LaHT2-750
nd 2LaHT2-750. It can be seen that after calcination, hydrotalcite
tructure is lost, leading to a mixture of oxides with diffraction
ands at 37, 43, 63, 75 and 79◦ that may correspond to Mg(Ni,Al)O
olid solution. No peak related to lanthanum can be seen, probably
ue to its low concentration or its high dispersion. Again, a decrease

n crystallinity with the increase of La content is detected.
The value of cell parameter a (Table 3) is in all cases smaller than

hat of pure MgO (4.21 Å), and also smaller than that calculated on

he basis of Vegard’s law, by linear interpolation of the pure oxides
4.21 Å). Both values are equivalent due to the higher proportion of

gO in comparison with NiO. This decrease in a parameter could be
ue to the presence of Al3+ ions in the Ni–Mg–O cubic lattice, having
l3+ an ionic radius smaller than Mg2+ and Ni2+. This is also corrob-

908070605040302010
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Fig. 3. XRD patterns of sHT2-750, HT2-750, LaHT2-750 and 2LaHT2-750.
r Sources 196 (2011) 4404–4410 4407

orated by diffraction absence of the possible crystalline phases of
Al2O3.

BET areas of sHT2-750, HT2-750, LaHT2-750 and 2LaHT2-750
were also determined (Table 3). These high areas (82, 203, 157 and
107 m2 g−1, respectively) are attributed to the removal of H2O and
CO2 during calcination (what was observed in TPO experiments),
which leads to formation of channels and pores [34]. The lower BET
area in sHT2-750 corroborates the higher thermal stability with the
higher Mg content [35]. However, this value is much lower than
others reported on literature [36]. The decrease of BET areas when
La is added can be due to the location of La2O3 in the pores of the
particles.

By TPR characterization (Fig. 4), a peak at 100 ◦C was observed
in all samples, which are consequence of the elimination of
physisorbed H2O and CO2 already present on the catalysts. TPR
profile of HT2-750 showed only one reduction peak at 800 ◦C
approximately. This high reduction temperature corresponds to
reduction of thermal stable phase such as periclase Mg(Ni,Al)O,
which present high reduction temperature due to electron trans-
fer from NiO to MgO involving strong interactions between NiO
and MgO and therefore a decrease in Ni reducibility [30,17]. These
results agree with what was reported by other authors [26,37,38].
This implies that the reduction of Ni at 700 ◦C (our reaction tem-
perature) is partial, remaining part of Ni as Ni2+ in Mg(Ni,Al)O. In
LaHT2-750 another peak at 600 ◦C is observed, what indicate that
La promotes the reduction of Ni. As water desorption finishes at
650 ◦C, this final temperature is chosen as the reduction tempera-
ture for the catalytic test of LaHT2-750. In 2LaHT2-750 two joined
peaks are observed between 350 and 650 ◦C, in addition to the
800 ◦C peak. This also indicates the promotion of Ni reducibility by
La, probably due to a better Ni dispersion. As water desorption also
finishes at 650 ◦C, this final temperature is chosen as the reduction
temperature for the catalytic test of 2LaHT2-750.

None of the peaks described above were observed in sHT2-750
TPR experiment. However, H2O desorption was observed at 900 ◦C
what can be due to the reduction of MgAl2O3.

BET areas were also measure after reduction treatment with
100 mL N min−1 of H2 at 700 ◦C for HT2-750 and 650 ◦C for LaHT2-
750 and 2LaHT2-750 (Table 3). BET areas decrease but high BET
areas are obtained yet. Therefore, no Ni sintering happened as a
consequence of catalyst reduction.
3.3. Catalytic tests

In order to compare the activity of the catalysts (HT2-750,
LaHT2-750 and 2LaHT2-750), they were tested in the condi-
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Fig. 4. TPR-MS of sHT2-750, HT2-750, LaHT2-750 and 2LaHT2-750.
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ions detailed in Section 2. All tests were maintained in reaction
or 50 h in order to compare their stability. It can be noticed
hat CO2 conversion in both catalysts are higher than CH4
onversion (Fig. 5). This can be explained by reverse water–gas-
hift reaction (RWGS) (4), as it has been previously reported
15].

2 + CO2 � H2O + CO (4)

Catalytic activity calculated by CH4 conversion, is higher using

T2-750 catalyst (48.9 mol CH4 h−1 gNi

−1) than with LaHT2-750
34.6 mol CH4 h−1 gNi

−1) and 2LaHT2-750 (21.9 mol CH4 h−1 gNi
−1).

his may imply a better activity of the catalyst without La, con-
rary to what was observed by other authors as Daza et al. [39]
nd to the increase on Ni reducibility. An increase on La load-
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ing also decreases catalytic activity. We have to take into account
that reduction temperature was higher in HT2-750 catalyst, leading
probably to a higher content of reduced Ni. Consequently, charac-
terization of reducibility of catalysts is being made to study this
fact.

While on the reactions with LaHT2-750 and 2LaHT2-750 cata-
lysts, no sign of deactivation was observed during the 50 h, in the
reaction with HT2-750, the conversion decreased from the begin-
ning, with a rate of 0.09% XCH4 h−1. In the reaction with LaHT2-750

and 2LaHT2-750 catalyst, an initial induction period is observed
what can be due to the interaction between CO2 and La present
on the catalyst [15]. Longer catalytic tests will be done on future
in order to establish if 1% loading in the hydrotalcite precursor is
enough to reach good stabilities.
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Presence of H2O in product distribution (Fig. 6) confirms that
WGS reaction is happening. It can be seen that it is similar

n all the tests, despite the difference in CH4 and CO2 conver-
ions. However, H2 and CO do depend on conversions, being

ig. 9. SEM characterization of fresh and post-reaction HT2-750, LaHT2-750 and 2LaHT2
d) post-reaction LaHT2-750, (e) fresh 2LaHT2-750 and (f) post-reaction 2LaHT2-750.
Temperature /ºC

T2-750 and 2LaHT2-750 catalysts.
higher on HT2-750 due to the higher conversion. As the con-
versions are not total, CH4 and CO2 are also present on the
output, being not represented here in order to simplify the
graph.

-750 catalysts: (a) fresh HT2-750, (b) post-reaction HT2-750, (c) fresh LaHT2-750,
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Relation between CH4 and CO2 conversion and H2/CO ratio
Fig. 7) are lower than what stoichiometry indicates, as 1 mol of
H4 and 1 mol of CO2 react giving 2 mol of H2 and 2 mol of CO,
esulting in relations of XCH4/XCO2 and H2/CO of 1. This is due to
WGS: CO2 does not only react with CH4 to produce H2 and CO,
ut it also reacts with H2 producing H2O and CO. This makes that
2/CO ratio decrease as H2 is consumed while CO is generated by

his reaction. The differences on these relations found among tests
re due to the differences in conversions.

It is noteworthy that a better stability on the catalysts with La
as been obtained, as other authors have previously reported [15].
his could be consequence of La2O2CO3 formation which gasificates
oke deposits as well as a better dispersion of Ni favoured by La.

Temperature programmed oxidation (TPO) of catalysts after
eaction was carried on in order to characterise coke deposits on
atalyst surface (Fig. 8). On HT2-750 TPO experiment, a weight loss
f 11% was detected, consequence of CO2 formed by oxidation of
oke. Coke formation rate can be calculated dividing the weight
oss by the duration of the test. Coke formation rate of HT2-750

as 0.02 mgC mgcat
−1 h−1. Deposits of coke can be classified as fila-

entous, according to its degasification temperature (600 ◦C) [15].
slight asymmetry of the peak suggests nickel carbide formation,
hich gasificate at 500 ◦C [39]. A minor desorption was observed

t 950 ◦C with a weight loss of 0.2%. This C can be classified as inac-
ive coke [40], which is very difficult to gasificate and therefore it
s more prone to deactivate the catalyst as it can accumulate over
he active phase.

On TPO experiment of LaHT2-750 and 2LaHT2-750 reduced at
50 ◦C, coke deposits were not detected what confirms the great
tability that was achieved during the 50 h reaction.

Post-reaction catalysts as well as fresh catalysts were also char-
cterized by SEM (Fig. 9). Carbon filaments can be observed on
ig. 9b what confirm what was detected by TPO post-reaction
haracterization. As TPO post-reaction characterization showed,
o coke was detected over LaHT2-750 and 2LaHT2-750 catalyst
Fig. 9d and f). Bright particles were found on LaHT2-750 and
LaHT2-750 catalysts identified as La2O3 from EDAX analysis. The
igher stability observed on LaHT2-750 and 2LaHT2-750 could be
xplained by the interaction between Ni and La, which decorate
atalyst surface producing higher Ni dispersion. This hypothesis
hould be evaluated by chemisorption experiments, in order to
nalyze Ni dispersion.

With regard of fresh HT2-750, LaHT2-750 and 2LaHT2-750
o significant differences on SEM characterization were observed
hat can indicate that the different catalytic behaviour between

atalysts is due to transformation of the catalysts when they are in
ontact with reaction feeding. La2O3 particles were found neither
n the fresh nor on the reduced catalyst.

. Conclusions

Four hydrotalcite-like precursors were synthesized as XRD and
PO have confirmed. Ni and La addition provoke a decrease on
rystallinity. After calcination at 750 ◦C, hydrotalcite-like structure
ecomposes, leading to Mg(Ni,Al)O solid solution. No peak related

o lanthanum species was seen, probably due to its low concen-
ration or its high dispersion. TPR characterization showed that
emperatures higher than 800 ◦C are necessary in order to reduce
ll nickel oxide. A peak at 650 ◦C was also observed on LaHT2-750
nd 2LaHT2-750 catalyst, consequence of the reduction of nickel

[

[
[
[
[
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interacting with La. High BET areas were detected in both catalysts,
even after reduction.

Catalytic tests were carried on during 50 h after appropriate
reduction, detecting higher activity on catalyst without La. The
increase on La loading also decreases catalytic activity. However,
much better stability was observed on the catalysts with La. No
coke formation was observed contrary to HT2-750, where filamen-
tous carbon was found. This highlights the importance of reduction
temperature.
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